
Grade VII Test 

 
1 point 

1. Choose the correct answer: 

Orange trees ____________________ in Spain. 

1)  is grown 

2) were grown 

3)  are grown 

 4) grow 
 

1 point 

2. Choose the correct answer: 

The buildings  ________________________ by the storm. 

1) have damaged 

2) have been damaged 

3) is damaged 

4) was damaged 
 
1 point 

3. Choose the correct answer: 

Three thieves __________________ at the airport yesterday. 

1) were arrested 

 2) have been arrested 

 3) was arrested 

 4) are arrested 
 
1 point 

4. Choose the correct answer: 

The tiger cub ______________________ next week. 

 

1) is released 

2) is release 

3) was released 



4) will be released 
 
1 point 

5. Choose the correct answer: 

This house ______________________ by my grandfather in 1989. 

 

1) were built 

2) has been built 

3) is built 

4) was built 
 
1 point 

6. Choose the correct answer: 

Portuguese _____________________ in Brazil. 

 

1) are spoken 

 2) is spoken 

 3) was spoken. 

 4) speak 
. 
8 points 

7. Match the word with the definition 
 

1. den   c                                                       a.  an animal's hair 
2. donation    d                                              b.   a place where animals are protected 

3. fur    a                                                        c.  a bear's home 

4. nature reserve  b                                       d.  money that you give to help 

5. blind        f                                                  e.   they have all died 

6. extinct     e                                                 f.     can't see 

7. hibernate    g                                             g.    to sleep through winter 

8. orphan       h                                              h.    a child or animal with no parents 

                                  
 
 
8 points 

8. Question 



 
1. What if I fail the exam?        f)                     a)   But I’m starving. 
2. Are you going to eat that cake?    b)           b)   No. I feel sick! 
3. Your hands are shaking.         e)                 c)   Help yourself. 
4. Is Laura ready?   h)                                     d)   I feel really nervous. 
5. Just stay cool !     g)                                    e)   I know.                    
6. How do you feel?   d)                                  f)   I'm sure you'll pass. 

7. Can I have your orange juice?  c)               g)  That's easy for you to say. 

8. We haven’t got time to eat.      a)                h)  She won't be long. 

 
 

1 point 

9. Complete the sentence with the passive form: 

Letters _____________________ (deliver) by the postman every day. 
Answer: are delivered 

 
1 point 

10. Complete the sentence with the passive form: 

The message________________________(send) tomorrow. 

Answer: will be sent 

 
1 point 

11. Complete the sentence with the passive form: 

The kitchen________________________ (clean) recently. 
 
Answer: has been cleaned 
 
12. Complete the sentence with the passive form: 

The letter _________________________(send) yesterday. 

Answer: was sent 

 
8 points 

13. Change the sentences into passive voice: 

1. A million of people visit this website every day. 

_This website is visited by a million of people every day. 



2. They haven't received the money yet. 

The money hasn’t been received yet.  

3. Rudolf Diesel invented the diesel engine in 1893. 

The diesel engine was invented in 1893. 

4. They will discuss the problem on the next meeting. 

The problem will be discussed on the next meeting. 

5. My mum made this cake. 

This cake was made by my mum. 

 


